
NORDIC PANORAMA DESIGN

LED wall lamp, model SUNSET from ODSIF. Wishing to create the outdoor atmosphere indoor, 
ODSIF has developed this LED theme lamp for wall mounting. Choose between 12 light themes to 
create the atmosphere you wish. If you wish a fresh forrest-like atmosphere with blue sky and a 
green forrest, choose the theme FORREST, or sunrise light, choose SUNRISE with light yellow and 
rose nuances. For evening cosiness you might want to obtain a sunset atmosphere indoor – chosse 
SUNSET (see picture). Of course, you can turn on reading light, if you need bright light for reading 
or working. LED wall lamps for the mood you´re in.

ENERGY-FRIENDLY LED
The LED wall lamp has 12 built-in light themes to choose from, among others reading light, cosy 
light, cinema light for watching television as well as other themes in soft toned nuances. The wall 
lamp is also available with warm-white LEDs only. Furthermore, it is energy-friendly and there is 
no need for changing bulbs - the LEDs have a long lifespan (approx. 50.000 hours). Power 
consumption: 8W.  Luminous intensity up to 485 lm. 

BEAUTIFUL REFELCTION ON E.G. LIGHT BRICK WALL
Produced from aluminium with white rear plates. The white rear plate is 30 x 30 cm. The shades are 
available in different colours. The wall lamps can be combined with one master lamp controlling up 
top 14 slave lamps.



WALL SWITCH AND/OR  SMARTPHONE
The lamp can be operated from wall switch or by means of the buttons on the lamp itself. If you are 
riding the SmartPhone wave, it is also possible to operate the lamps via the SmartPhone. 
Recommended retail price: From EURO 329.- for a master lamp. Slave lamp from EURO 197.-. 
Model with warm-white LEDs only: EURO 99.-

FURTHER INFORMATION
ODSIF I/S, TOPSTYKKET 31, 3460  BIRKERØD, TEL. + 45 45 81 22 11, WWW.ODSIF.DK


